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SATURDAY JULY 7 

FAMILY HISTORY MEETING 

11.00am WORKSHOP: WWI Records 

Presenter: Lorraine Henshaw 

We will be looking at how to navigate a number of 

websites, both Australian and overseas. 

Don’t forget me cobber, Gallipoli 1916 
 

2.00pm FAMILY HISTORY MEETING,  

followed by Forum – World War II memories 

Many of us lived through World War II and some must 

have amazing stories of life at home and overseas. For 

others who have no such recollections, it is important 

that the stories be told. If you have any stories you 

would like to share with us, please come along to the 

forum. 

HMAS Kuttabul, Sydney 1942 

Visitors Welcome                  Afternoon Tea Available 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

Income for May amounted to $1,230, made up of 3 new 

members’ fees, sales of our published books and our 

popular tours. Expenses for the month amounted to 

$955, so we were able to carry forward a surplus of 

$275. Our net surplus is $8,137 for the year to date. 

 SATURDAY JULY 21 

2.00pm GENERAL MEETING 

Menzies and Whitlam  

Presenter: Frank Wilson 

The prime-ministerial careers of Robert Gordon 

Menzies and Edward Gough Whitlam define much of 

the post-World War II landscape in Australian politics. 

These dominant figures, – the great conservative and 

royalist (who finished his career as Lord Warden of the 

Cinque Ports) in stark contrast to the reformer – the 

labour intellectual and leader of a party chafing at the 

bit after 23 years in opposition) – shared many 

similarities and obvious differences. While Whitlam 

played a large part in the emergence of a different kind 

of Australia, Frank will consider whether, as often 

claimed, a cultural revolution took place at that time. 
 

 

 
Frank Wilson is an experienced U3A lecturer 

specialising in Australian political history. 
 

Visitors Welcome                  Afternoon Tea Available 
 

HISTORICAL MUSICAL MOMENTS 

Dr. Graeme Skinner, an Honorary Associate of the 

University of Sydney and musicologist at the Sydney 

Conservatorium of Music has established an innovative 

new online research resource titled Australharmony.  

This database aims to chronicle the history of colonial 

music and become a biographical dictionary of 

musicians and musical personnel who flourished in the 

colonial era of Australia.  The information provided 

varies from a mere name, lifespan and place, to a listing 

of items from Trove and elsewhere that provide an 

overview of the individual’s musical career and 

life.  Dr. Skinner appears to welcome extra relevant 

information from interested users. See 
http://sydney.edu.au/paradisec/australharmony/index.php 

(Based on notes from Graham Lewis) 
   

 

For members receiving printed copy who want to access the internet, enter www.khsnx.com/July.htm into                              

a browser address bar to reach a menu which lists all the embedded electronic links in this Newsletter. 

http://sydney.edu.au/paradisec/australharmony/index.php
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GERMAN SIG UPDATE 

The Ku-ring-gai Historical Society German Special 

Interest Group (SIG) met on Monday 04 June 2018 with 

14 members present. Items discussed (bold) were: 

ANCES-TREE Journals – The ANCES-TREE 

Journals from the Burwood and District Family History 

Group contain numerous well-researched articles on 

German immigration to Australia. Our collection of 

these journals have been moved from the filing cabinet 

tucked away behind the Compactus and now reside in 

a dedicated green folder on the bookshelf above the 

server computer. 

Historical German terms for illnesses and medical 

conditions – This document has been converted to a 

PDF and added to the Intranet. It can be found via a link 

on the “Europe” page. 

German Ancestors of KHS Members – All present 

agreed that a second edition of the publication was 

needed and desirable. Leone volunteered to manage 

and coordinate the initiative. Members are requested to 

notify Leone directly by email of their intention to 

participate together with requests for guidance and 

assistance. (stumbaums@gmail.com)  

GAGHA activities update – Tony provided an update 

on the German Australian Genealogy and History 

Alliance (GAGHA) activities. Click here for his notes. 

Show and Tell 

Les Jeckeln provided an interesting presentation on a 

13th Century historic German building (called 

Schiffergesellschaft) together with a matching 

terracotta tile of the façade and a photograph of the 

same façade today. Les also gave an overview of the 

historic Hanseatic League together with two wax seals 

of Lubeck and Kiel. 

David Hulme found valuable references on German 

soldiers who went missing on the Eastern Front during 

World War II. Please see David for further information 

on the background and information available on-line. 

Presentation – Frank Olivier gave a detailed 

presentation entitled, The Mystery of Rommel’s Gold, 

especially as it impinged on his father’s mysterious role 

during the closing phases of the German World War II 

North Africa Campaign. Frank’s father, an Engineer 

Lieutenant Colonel, spent three months in North Africa 

on an unknown assignment. Did it involve Rommel’s 

Gold or some other secret mission? Frank confessed he 

may never know for certain. All in all a very 

entertaining and interesting presentation. 

DNA Results – Gavin McDonald gave an overview of 

the DNA analysis results he received recently. He 

circulated the documents showing statistical matches 

for ethnicity and the lists of the many possible new-

found cousins. 

Next Meeting – Planned for Monday 13 August 2018 

(Notes: Peter Stehn) 
 

SAG Membership Card 

Has someone accidentally forgotten to return the SAG 
membership card?  If so, please return it so others can 

borrow it. 

 
FAMILY HISTORY MEETINGS Saturday June 2 

11.00 am Workshop 

Lorraine Henshaw opened the meeting and 33 members 

signed the attendance book. Lorraine and Jenny Joyce 

made a few announcements. Jenny told how she had a 

wonderful find using Trove. She put in her 

Grandparents’ surnames and up came a detailed report 

of their wedding in 1927. Further searching produced a 

photo of their wedding. She was delighted as all the 

photos of their wedding had been accidentally thrown 

out in a house move many years ago.  

The topic for the morning was ‘Food Memories’, both 

good and bad, these memories being part of our family 

history. Lorraine and Jenny chaired the session and 

each person round the table shared a special food 

memory with the group. Many different foods were 

mentioned, including Christmas pudding, roast dinners, 

corned beef, Yorkshire pudding, gem scones, 

flummery, bubble and squeak and junket. One member 

told about growing up on a property where her father 

regularly butchered a sheep and every part of it was 

used. Disliked food was Brussels sprouts, tripe, brains 

and other offal. Several old recipe books were 

displayed including the Commonsense Cookery Book, 

Margaret Fulton and Mrs Beaton. Every family had a 

dripping tin, a baking dish and a mincer and nothing 

was wasted. Regular visits were made by the ice man 

until refrigeration came in with the ‘Silent Knight’. 

Good table manners were emphasised and children had 

to eat everything on their plate. 

2.00 pm Session 

Lorraine Henshaw opened the meeting and welcomed 

members and visitors. After mentioning some 

interesting historical facts, she handed over to Jo Harris 

who announced forthcoming tours which will be 

opening this month for bookings. 

Speaker 

Lorraine then introduced the speaker, John Cann, from 

State Archives in Kingswood. His presentation was ‘A 

narrative story of the Police response to the Eugowra 

Rocks robbery of 1862’. He was sorting through boxes 

of Colonial Secretary’s letters for an upcoming 

exhibition at State Archives when he accidentally came 

across a report of 1915 on the 1862 Eugowra robbery 

detailing the Police response to that event involving 

special constables. An Advanced Search on the 

Archives website came up with some fascinating 

information on the Gardiner Gang. Using photos, maps 

and newspaper reports he told the graphic story of how 

the Police, led by Sir Frederick Pottinger, tracked down 

the members of the gang who were eventually captured 

and brought to trial in 1864. He discovered the fate of 

each member of the gang including the reported death 

of Frank Gardiner in the USA in 1903 and a report that 

Gardiner’s twin sons later came to Australia in search 

of the stolen gold. His presentation emphasised that the 

State Archives are a treasure trove of data which can be 
found by using Advanced Search on their website. 

After questions Patrick Dodd proposed a vote of thanks 

to John. Raffle: Won by Jo Harris and Sandra Simpson. 

 

mailto:stumbaums@gmail.com
http://www.khsnx.com/July-GAGHA.htm
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

Dorothy & Bill HERBERT from St. Ives 

Judith GODDEN from Roseville 

Michael BENNETT from Wahroonga 

Christl GILMORE from North Turramurra 
 

CHANGE IN TOUR BOOKING PROCEDURE 

It has been decided to change the Tour Booking 

Opening day to the 3rd Saturday of the month being the 

date of the KHS Monthly General Meetings. The 

Booking Desk will be open at 1.30pm and again for a 

short period after the close of the meeting. It is hoped 

that this approach will be more satisfactory for 

members. We lament that our tours generally can only 

accept 18 to 20 passengers, depending on venue & bus 

availability, causing some patrons to miss out. As part 

of this new approach we will place non members, who 

are always very welcome, on our interim waiting list 

pending members booking. Please note that the visit 

date for Macquarie University has changed to Thurs. 

August 30, bookings now opening July 21. 
 

GENERAL MEETING MAY 19 

Memories of the 1960s and 70s 

The speakers featured at most of our general meetings 

present historical research used in writing a book that 

they have recently had published. These talks most 

often aim to highlight the main areas of the book and 

are often illustrated by images from the book itself. 
 

Our speaker, Russell Workman, this time was not an 

author, but a photographer who had taken many photos 

of Sydney, its harbour, buildings, people, visitors and 

events during the 1960s and 1970s. Taken as a whole, 

they aimed not to present any historical thesis, but 

simply one man’s eclectic photographic record of 

things that had captured his attention during that period, 

which most of his audience had shared. So, the meeting 

was in the nature of an old-fashioned slideshow, as 

Russell quietly reminisced about each photo event, and 

the fashions, places and people it reminded us of. 
 

Russell had been a photographer at the Macleay 

Museum, Garden Island and various other employers, 

most of whom seemed to have given him plenty of 

opportunity to record the interesting, and the quirky, as 

Sydney slowly changed before our eyes. So there were 

plenty of remarks during the talk from members as we 

saw again buildings and other things that had long 

vanished, almost unremarked at the time. Russell had 

also clearly been an occasional concert-goer at the 

Sydney Stadium and The Trocadero, so we saw again 

people like the Everly Brothers and Roy Orbison in 

their heyday! 
 

At the end of the presentation, there were a few 

questions, well-answered, followed by a vote of thanks, 

enthusiastically proposed by Patrick Dodd, and 

followed in turn by refreshments. 
 

An enjoyable change of pace, and a very pleasant 

afternoon. (Notes: Graham Lewis) 

 
 

 
 

 

CHRISTMAS IN JULY 
 

Bookings opened 

Monday June 18 
 

RSVP: By July 18 to 

Yvette at 
yreeve@optusnet.com.au 

or 0414 249 737 

 

Yvette will acknowledge your email or phone booking. 

Please note that if you decide after the RSVP date that 

you are unable to attend, you will be responsible for the 

outstanding fee. Thank you.   
 

 

FUTURE TOUR DATES 

August, Thursday 30, Tour 2 (Note date change) 

Macquarie University. Bookings open July 21 

September, No tour. See reminder page 4 

 

TOUR IN AUGUST 

Tour 2, Thursday August 30 

Macquarie University 
 

Transport to Macquarie University will be by Bus from 

Bannockburn Oval  meeting at  8.45 am for a 9am start. 

Full Details will be available in the Tour Details Sheet 

when Booking -- COST  $ 25 for member, $ 30 non 

members. Bookings open at the KHS room Saturday 

21st July.  1.30 pm 
 

The Macquarie University was founded in 1964 and is 

Sydney’s 3rd University. This University is 

distinguished by its high academic standards and 

scholarly values, an impressive research record, 

innovation, continued growth and a commitment to 

excellence. Macquarie is proud of its graduates, many 

of whom have gone onto impressive careers and 

permanent positions. 
 

Our morning tour will include an exhibition entitled 

Tony McGillick: Painting is the Subject, followed by a 

visit to the Lachlan and Elizabeth Macquarie Room and 

artifacts. After lunch in the library café ( at own cost ) 

we will visit the  Macquarie Australian History 
Museum. The major themes of the museum are 

Indigenous Australia, Women, Immigration, War & 

Society.  
   

 

Members of KHS and 

their friends are invited 

to celebrate Christmas 

in July 
 

Enjoy a traditional 

Christmas meal 
 

Ham, Turkey and 

Veges followed by 

Plum Pudding Wine 

and soft drinks 

included 
 

Thursday 28 July 
 

12 noon 
 

Magpies Waitara 

(opposite Waitara 

Station) Parking 

available 
 

Cost: $40 per head 

(payable on entry) 

 

mailto:yreeve@optusnet.com.au
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KHS VISIT TO THE QUARANTINE STATION  

Tour 11, Tuesday 15th May  

Our tour commenced with guide Bob outlining the 

history of the centre. On a large wall photo of the site 

he was able to show all the relevant features, past and 

present. In August 1828 a convict ship, Bussorah 

Merchant, arrived, with crew suffering from smallpox. 

The ship was seized and all passengers detained in a 

tent settlement on Quarantine Beach. This was the 

beginning of the Quarantine Station. Wooden buildings 

were erected starting 1837 and the area divided by 

fences into the Sick Ground and the Healthy Ground so 

detainees could be kept apart. Later, some were placed 

on quarantine boats moored just offshore. The State 

enforced quarantine regulations until the Quarantine 
Act 1908 passed the function to the Commonwealth. 

This led to an improvement in the station’s facilities. 

Several of the accommodation blocks, hospital wards 

and morgue, as well as an administration centre from 

this time, still exist. It continued to function until 1984 

having quarantined some 13,000 people, most from 580 

ships. Many detainees had been exposed to diseases 

such as cholera, smallpox, whooping cough, scarlet 

fever and late, bubonic plague and Spanish flu. The 

land on which the Quarantine Station is built is now 

owned by the NSW State Government, managed by 

National Parks and Wildlife, with some of the historic 

buildings being leased by the Mawland Group which 

runs the Q Station Hotel, the Boiler House Restaurant 

and oversees historic buildings and tours. To tour the 

facilities, we walked past many engravings made by 

detainees on the sandstone rocks. Over 1600 

inscriptions have now been identified although many 

more have probably been eroded away by the harsh 

coastal environment. Rail tracks from the wharf 

allowed easy transport of detainee’s luggage from the 

ship to the sterilising house. The wagons were wheeled 

into two large autoclaves where luggage was subjected 

to steam or gas. Detainees were walked from the wharf 

to the shower blocks where they had to shower 

thoroughly with phenol or carbolic soap and then dress 

in clothing supplied for them, after which they were 

divided into first, second and third class clients and 

accommodated in different areas. Each shower cubicle 

had a peephole so that staff could be sure detainees 

were thoroughly washed! On the hill above the wharf 

was the hospital. Here patients were cared for without 

discrimination but once a person was hospitalised they 

were not allowed visits from family members. Doctors 

and nurses were housed in adjoining huts and were on 

duty at the hospital for long periods of time and not 

allowed to leave the site. After lunch near the wharf we 

were able to explore the inscriptions more sedately and 

wandered through the museum. Several old 

gravestones from the first and second cemeteries are 

now in the interesting museum.  

We left after lunch with a good understanding of a 
critical & colourful feature of an earlier ‘Sydney 

Town’, some thinking about the Ghost Tours available. 

(Notes: Sue Holmes) 

 
WHO WAS THIS RESIDENT? JUNE 2018 

THE RIGHT  HONORABLE   

WILLIAM  MORRIS  HUGHES 

Born at Pimlico, London in 1862 to Welsh parents, 

William Hughes and Jane nee Morris.  His mother died 

when he was seven years old, so Billy was moved to 

family in Wales where he grew up. He migrated to 

Queensland in 1884, then disappeared as an unskilled 

labourer and led a wandering life. He emerged in 1890 

as a small shopkeeper at Balmain, Sydney, an odd job 

man and umbrella mender, having married Elizabeth 

Cutts, his landlady’s daughter. He became interested in 

Labor Party politics then in its infancy.  In 1894 he was 

elected to Parliament becoming Prime Minister in 

1915. In 1918, with a great interest in wireless Billy 

Hughes with Guglielmo Marconi sent the first direct 

message from the United Kingdom to Australia, Wales 

to Wahroonga. At the unveiling of the monument at 

Wahroonga in 1935 he said “Wireless was a miracle 

which had opened up a new world far more spacious 

than that discovered by Columbus. Nothing would do 

so much to promote international peace as that modern 

miracle.” He resigned as PM in 1923 and lived a varied 

political life in Nelson Rd, Lindfield, dying from 

pneumonia at number 14 in October 1952.  

14 Nelson Road, Lindfield 

Hughes was slightly built, 5 ft 6 ins (168 cm) tall, with 

a large head and long bony hands. In youth he had been 

handsome; in middle age his face became deeply lined 

and in old age a pronounced stoop and wizened frame 

gave him a gnome-like appearance. He suffered all his 

adult life from severe deafness and chronic dyspepsia. 

His voice was harsh and monotonous, but he trained 

himself to use it effectively—especially in satire at 

which he excelled. He loved motoring, but his driving 

terrified passengers and other road-users alike. Lacking 

time for a honeymoon, he took his second wife for a 

drive after the wedding and overturned the car.  
For further information see:  

“Historians” 35.1 pg 64; 41.1 pg 50; 44.1 pg 80 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hughes-william-

morris-billy-6761  

CENTENARY CELEBRATION REMINDER 

On Saturday September 22nd at the monument at the 

corner of Stuart and Cleveland Streets in Wahroonga 

there will be a celebration of the first direct wireless 

message between Australia and the UK in 1918. Come 

along and join in the festivities. 
 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hughes-william-morris-billy-6761
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hughes-william-morris-billy-6761
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GENEALOGY CORNER 

A useful new relationship information chart 

There are many genealogy software programs available 

these days which allow users to create and manage 

databases of information on extended family members. 

Some of the better programs are even free or relatively 

inexpensive. Many reviews exist online. The following 

site presents reasonably current information (Feb 2018) 

on a variety of genealogy software programs. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_genealo

gy_software. Most practicing genealogists have a 

favourite program. One of mine is Family Tree Maker 

(FTM), now offered by Software MacKiev, which 

purchased the complete FTM brand in 2016 from 

Ancestry.com. I bought FTM version 16 back in 2006 

when it received a software industry award in the "Best 

Consumer Productivity Solution" category. Still use it. 

Another program I use is Legacy Family Tree with its 

excellent search capabilities. With a personal database 

of several thousand individuals I often wonder how I’m 

related to a specific person. Most programs these days 

will find relationships between blood relatives, but 

avoid descriptions of relationships that cross marriage 

lines. “The Master Genealogist” program is an 

exception for certain relationships. 

Recently, however, I came across an enhancement of 

this linking function that is worth sharing. Brother’s 

Keeper version 7.1 (7.3 now available) from 

www.bkwin.com introduced a “Relationship Box 

Chart” which displays graphically all the people in the 

linkage between any two individuals, including those 

who are not blood relatives. Here’s the chart from a 

search which shows the relationship between my 

mother, Elizabeth Lawrence, and my father’s great 

great grandmother, Eleanor Welsh. Bigger boxes allow 

pictures of relatives to be included. See example here. 

Note, the program does not attempt to ‘describe’ the 

relationship in such instances, just offers the chart, 

which can be very extensive. In this example it is 

simple: “Elizabeth is married to the great great 
grandson of Eleanor Welsh.” Other programs may also 

offer this very useful feature. Please let me know if you 

become aware of any such similar capability. Ed- 

 
RECENT LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS 

April/May 2018 

• Sydney Cove 1788 “In the words of Australia’s first 

settlers: The true story of a nation’s birth” A day by day 

account of the first year of Sydney taken from diaries. 

Compiled by John Cobley 1987; 296 pages with index 

and illustrations. Donated by Jo Harris. 2000 COB. See a 

description in the June newsletter p6. 

• A Bicentennial History of the Railways in NSW. David 

Bourke 1988. 248 pages with index and lots of 

photographs. TRA BUR. 

• Historic Buildings of Australia 1. Australian Council 

of National Trusts. 1980. 320 pages and lots of 

photographs but no index. ARC NAT. 

• The Colonial Australians. David Denholm 1979. 202 

pages with index and some black and white illustrations. 

AUS DEN. 

• Charles Kingsford Smith. The World’s Greatest 

Aviator. Pedr Davis. 1985. 159 pages with index and lots 

of photographs. Book signed by Nancy Bird. BIO SMI. 

• The First Settlement, the Convict Village that 

Founded Australia. 1788 – 1790. Jonathan King 1984. 

186 pages with index and some black and white 

photographs. AUS KIN. 

• Atlas of the 20th Century Warfare. Richard Natkiel. 

1986. Introduction by John Keegan. 256 pages with index 

and photographs. MIL NAT. 

• The Doomsday Book, England’s Heritage, Then and 

Now. Thomas Hinde 1985. 351 pages with index and 

many photographs. OVS UK. 
 

HISTORICAL MOMENTS 

Ready to tee off at the Pymble Golf Course, April 1937. 

This photograph taken for “Golf in Australia” shows a 

group of men ready for a round, some dressed in “plus 

fours”. A couple of interesting cars can be seen in the 

car park to the right. 

Image: State Library of NSW (Sam Hood photograph) 

Pymble Golf Club was opened on 20th February 1926, 

and a round of golf in the early days was not without 

danger. According to the official club history “Many 

cows and a large bull roamed the fairways and the 

greens were fenced so that players could make a hurried 

retreat if necessary”. Perhaps the best-known club 

professional was Kel Nagle, who held the position from 

1951 to 1956. He went on to win the British Open in 

1960. Does anyone recognise any of the players in the 

photograph? (Notes: Dick Whitaker) 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_genealogy_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_genealogy_software
http://www.bkwin.com/
https://www.khsnx.com/July-BK.htm
http://www.khsnx.com/July-PymbleGolf.htm
http://www.khsnx.com/July-PymbleGolf.htm
http://www.khsnx.com/July-PymbleGolf.htm
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DIARY DATES 

 

 
WHO WAS THIS        

KU-RING-GAI 

RESIDENT?   
 

JULY 2018 

 

 
 

 

 

ADMINISTRATION 
President                 Jenny Joyce              9440 2131 

Vice Presidents       Morrison Hammond      9449 7447 

                   Jo Harris OAM          0408 439343 

Treasurer     Annet Latham              9440 3998 

Secretary     Beth Facer                    9988 0823 

Immediate Past President 

                   Graham Lewis              9416 5818 

Committee               Richard Facer               9988 0823 

Members     Neil Falconer              9488 7293 

                    Lorna Watt                   9440 8010 

                    Helen Whitsed             9416 5825 

                    Evelyn Wyatt               9144 4690 

Family History      Lorraine Henshaw, 

Group Committee     (Leader)              9988 0522 

                    Jenny Joyce  

                    (ex officio)              9440 2131 

                    Yvette Reeve              9987 0904 

                    Jean Smith              9498 4468 

                    Elaine Turnidge           9899 2635 

Appointees   

Accessions     Jennifer Wallin             9983 1871 

Book Reports     Richard Facer              9988 0823 

Book Sales     Margaret Holland         9488 5452 

                   Kathie Rieth 

Catering      Margaret Holland         9488 5452 

                   Vicki Williams              9415 8833 

Computer Systems  Peter Stehn              9489 9488 

Curators                   Ann Barry               9144 6480 

                                 Jennifer Harvey            9489 6390 

Built Heritage Group Jennifer Harvey          9489 6390 

Historian Editor     Lorna Watt         9440 8010 

Indexing     Beth Facer         9988 0823 

Newsletter Editor    Warren Dent      editor@khs.org.au 

Media Liaison     Neil Falconer         9488 7293 

Membership Secretary Jill Nicholson           9144 6948 

Public Officer     Helen Whitsed         9416 5825 

Research Team Leader Joan Stebbing          9489 6476 

Tour Contact     Yvette Reeve         9987 0904 

Speakers Programme Beverley Dunstan      9419 8526 

Volunteers Coordinator Geoff Little         9449 3131 

Webmaster     Andy Joyce         9440 2131 

Welfare Officer       Jill Nicholson         9144 6948 

WW1 Writers & Researchers Group Coordinators 

              Kathie Rieth               frithie@ netdata.com.au 

              David Wilkins                              0411 186752 

For members receiving printed copy who want to access 

the internet, enter www.khsnx.com/July.htm into a 

browser address bar to reach a menu which lists all the 

embedded electronic links in the Newsletter. 

 

July 

Thursday 5 1:00pm Committee Meeting 

Saturday 7 11:00am Family History Workshop:  

 WW1 Records  

                      Presenter: Lorraine Henshaw 

Saturday 7 2:00pm Family History Meeting: Forum – 

World War II Memories 

Tuesday 10 Tour 1: ABC Studios, Ultimo 

Friday 13       Irish SIG meeting 

Saturday 21 2:00pm General Meeting:  Menzies and 

Whitlam   

 Presenter: Frank Wilson 

Thursday 26  “Christmas in July” Luncheon, Magpies 

Monday 30   Ku-ring-gai Mystery Tour 

August 

Thursday 2 1:00pm Committee Meeting 

Saturday 4 11:00am Family History Workshop: How to 

use the Immigration Records in Ancestry 

 Presenter: Jenny Joyce 

Saturday 4 2:00pm Family History Meeting: Evacuated 

Children in Wartime  - A personal story  

 Presenter: Anne Lennard 

Monday 13    German SIG meeting 

Saturday 18 2:00pm General Meeting:  Hidden in Plain 

View: The Aboriginal People of Coastal 

Sydney  

 Presenter: Paul Irish 

Thursday 30 Tour 2: Macquarie University 

September 

Saturday 1 11:00am Family History Workshop: 

The 1939 Register on Ancestry 

Presenter: Jenny Joyce 

Saturday 1 2:00pm Family History Meeting: 

Irish Orphan Girls  

Presenter: Perry McIntyre 

Thursday 6 1:00pm Committee Meeting 

Saturday 15 2:00pm General Meeting: Sydney’s Lost             

                       Garden Palace 

                       Presenter: Sarah Morley 

Saturday 22 100 year celebration of first wireless 

transmission UK to Australia 

Research Centre Hours 
The Society’s Research Centre is at 799 Pacific 

Highway, Gordon, adjacent to the Ku-ring-gai 

Library. The Centre is open to the public from 10.00 

am to 2.00 pm on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and 

Saturday (except the first Saturday of each month 

when members have a Family History meeting). 

 Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors. 

The content may be reproduced as sourced from this 

newsletter with acknowledgment to named authors. 

                           Newsletter Deadline 

Please send email copy for publication to editor@khs.org.au as 

early as possible, but no later than 13th of each month. Items will 

only be accepted from members of KHS. Copy is accepted on the 

basis that Ku-ring-gai Historical Society has editing rights and 

that readers can reproduce it in whole or in part with 

acknowledgment. If possible, material should be in electronic 

form, with as little formatting as possible, e.g. no bullets, colour 

type, indenting or styles. 
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